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Season 37, Episode 85
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04.28.00 - Friday



Jax brings Chloe to a museum full of antique music boxes in hopes of spurring her memory about the dream. Nikolas and a dejected Elizabeth return to Port Charles after deciding that their sojourn in Greenwich Village was futile. Meanwhile, Helena takes Lucky to task for making an unscheduled and unauthorized side trip to New York City. Bobbie hurries to Pentonville but is distressed to learn that Roy is no longer in residence. Standing alone on the docks, Elizabeth falls into a reverie about the first kiss she and Lucky ever shared. The curator of the St. Petersburg museum shows Chloe a music box which closely resembles the one she's been seeing in her dreams. Outraged to hear about the attack on Roy, Bobbie accuses Larkin of setting him up. Growing mutual respect and close proximity at the penthouse begin to have a warming effect on Sonny and Carly. The van carrying Roy away from Pentonville suddenly veers off the road and crashes. A hysterical Bobbie lashes out at Sonny, then is star
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 April 2000, 00:00
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